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What better way to adapt to retired life, than to spend almost two weeks cycling around Florida.  

The concept was a proving ground for knowing good techniques to accommodate self-contained 

cycling adventures, as well as a February getaway to the warmer climates of Florida.    

 

Let's begin by talking about all preparations for the Florida bike loop.  After expressing interest in 

trailer vice panier cycling, Al and Margot Bishop had loaned me their Bob Yak single wheel bicycle 

trailer that would equip me with the ability to carry minimal clothing, camping gear and food for a 

self-supported tour (preparing bike, trailer, gear and food supplies all shown below). 

 

 

Having given it a couple of good test rides of nearly 50 

miles I found it was working quite well with the one exception.  

The getting on and off required a bit of gymnastics, since 

anything more than a 10 degree lean would cause the bike to 

plummet in the direction dictated by Bob.  This paled in 

comparison to Eric Royer's experience in trying to master his 

new Miyata touring vessel on wheels (shown at right) with four 

full paniers and a tail rack.  After somehow seemingly being 

able to mount his Miyata touring bike, he became trapped by 



the inability to swing his leg off the bike while having a sleeping bag strapped on the back rack.  Not 

sure if he resorted to having to call his wife out to the carport to rescue him from his mounted malady.   

Our preparation was enhanced by the exhaustive research of our third companion, Skip Carsten, 

whose trail packing research efforts at reducing pack load weight helped us all.   Eric and I still have 

a lot to learn, with loads encroaching 45 plus pounds, but Skip had to forego his hammock camp 

pack loads due to lack of amiable sling trees in certain locations of Florida. 

 

Well I just got on the road in route to collect my partners for the trip, and only a few blocks from Eric's 

house I receive a text from Skip    “Hate to do this since I am all packed up.  I cannot go on the trip 

this time. I got sick last night and will not be able to go. Please do not come all the way up here to get 

me.  Have a great time and I’m sorry I cannot make it.”   It was medical ailment I shan’t go into, yet 

discussions of remedies and consequences led him to eventually talk himself back onto the original 

plans.  He certainly had Eric and me going, with the late breaking discussion of changes. Obviously 

that would have put a damper on all of our plans.  After securing the Bob and three bikes on the 

Santa Fe we were headed down I74 to the mayhem of I95 and all that south bound traffic. 

 

We made it to our destination in pretty 

good time, just across the road from a 

major park and St Augustine Beach Pier, 

with many fine restaurants up and down 

the strip. Our first choice was the Salt Life 

restaurant next door (picture to right), 

because of the lighting and the novel 

designs as well as the large crowds it 

boosted.  But when we checked with the 

maître d we found a two hour wait, and 

are appetites would not accommodate 

that delay.  After a half mile hike down the beach to the Coquina Beach Surf Club we found one just 

to our liking.  (Picture below of Skip and Eric at Sunset on St. Augustine Beach.) 

 

The next morning got us on the bikes 

using mostly Adventure Cycling route 

plans.  So we headed on our planned 

route http://ridewithgps.com/routes/6806326. 

The best part of the 

day one ride was that 

large stretch of 

almost 10 miles of 

beach on the side of 

the road.  The inland 

route found us in 

dense Florida forests 

and water side 

rambles as well.  

The plans included 

two different 

destinations.  One short and one long 

day option.  We arrived at the short 

day campsite option at 11 o'clock, so we opted for the longer route. This became problematic when 

https://www.google.com/maps/uv?hl=en&pb=!1s0x88e69dee1c84fa3d:0xcdd1147693dfed0!2m5!2m2!1i80!2i80!3m1!2i100!3m1!7e1!4shttps://plus.google.com/115369679769332823869/photos?hl%3Den%26socfid%3Dweb:lu:kp:placepageimage%26socpid%3D1!5sSalt+Life+St+Augustine+-+Google+Search&sa=X&ei=g5rgVIz4J6HdsAScnoDwCw&ved=0CIQBEKIqMAo
https://www.google.com/maps/uv?hl=en&pb=!1s0x88e69dee1c84fa3d:0xcdd1147693dfed0!2m5!2m2!1i80!2i80!3m1!2i100!3m1!7e1!4shttps://plus.google.com/115369679769332823869/photos?hl%3Den%26socfid%3Dweb:lu:kp:placepageimage%26socpid%3D1!5sSalt+Life+St+Augustine+-+Google+Search&sa=X&ei=g5rgVIz4J6HdsAScnoDwCw&ved=0CIQBEKIqMAo
http://ridewithgps.com/routes/6806326


we hit the high winds as we turned 

over 94 miles with probably 35 to 

40 of them in pretty respectable 

head wins (a newly loaded group 

heading out at right).  I was glad 

to get off the saddle but I 

understand Skip sent an email to 

his Monday cycling group that our 

day one ride beat him up pretty 

good.  I think we were all pretty 

well done for the day, with our day 

one destination pedaled under a 

full load.  Arriving shortly after 

five it caught me by surprise that our destination at Hontoon Island State Park only had a gravel 

parking lot and a marina office.   Wondering if there was no camping, I was relieved a few moments 

later we noticed the Ranger coming across the river on a ferry boat.  Otherwise I am sure my trip 

mates would have strung me from the nearest palm tree, for miss leading them on a camping 

destination, when our legs had no more to give.  She asked us if we were headed on to the island 

for camping and so we then immediately hopped on the ferry to seek one of the many campsites that 

were available that night (long 

day in the saddle, at left).   

 

As we settled into our first night 

of a dehydrated cooking 

regiment, typically chili for 

dinner and oatmeal for 

breakfast, along with tea or 

coffee, we heard some ghastly 

howls.  Skip told me about the 

wild monkeys that were found 

on the rivers north of there that 

were escapees from the late 

Johnny Wisemiller’s Tarzan 

sets.   Had me wondering 

what was in those remote 

Island woods just before I 

headed off by myself in the dark 

to find the marina and see if I could grab some Wi-Fi from across the river‘s Marina installation to 

catch a little bit of the Super Bowl.  On the way I heard all kinds of incredible noises, what I thought 

included a bear snorting, a large bird thrashing, at some peril to its wing feathers banging in the trees, 

and some cackling and carrying on along with wing noises ripping over my head.  To top that I then 

heard some very strange exhaling snorting sounds all around the marina while I was trying to catch 

the Super Bowl game.  I was not having much luck streaming anything more than slow highlights 

play-by-play update, so I left before the second half. 

 

The next morning the ranger discussions revealed my riverside exhales were none other than 

Florida Sea Cows or the large 1000 pound Sea Manatees. The birds were Barred Owls and the 

howls were possibly matting echoes from the owls. 

https://www.floridastateparks.org/park/Hontoon-Island
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manatee


 

The ride out of our 

State Park (Morning 

load out photos) had 

us moving along at a 

pretty good pace until 

rains set in.  We got 

out our rain gear with 

booties, rain jacket, 

and hooded hat and 

headed on through the driving rain. I was pleasantly 

surprised how well the rain gear and new SKS raceblade 

fenders kept me comfortable given that we were experiencing a monsoon of at least an inch an hour.  

It wasn't long before I had my second flat and this time it became evident that needed to shed my old 

rear tire for some new rubber in addition to a new tube. 

 

The ride post storm became somewhat windy but pretty decent for a large section of the road until 

we started climbing more and more.  We soon realized that Mount Dora was not a nickname for 

some tranquil rolling ride for a flatlander in Florida, but indeed contains some elevation gains, made 

all the more apparent while pulling 45 

pounds behind the bike.  At one point on 

highway 438 the bike lane was minimal 

and the rush hour drivers we were 

consistently making us feel buzzed by 

traffic. Primarily the culprits were the 

younger crowd in there a large pickup 

trucks getting precariously close to us. In 

one case where we had a better than ten 

percent up hill, I was waving my hand to 

flag the vehicles encroaching in my mirror 

that I was struggling to hold my line (roll 

straight), when I felt my left jacket arm 

struck by a truck mirror.  Fortunately there 

was a gap enough to keep me from a more 

physical collision on the arm, but the scare 

was there none-the-less.  The section from Mount Dora to Winter Garden was particularly bad and 

included a lot up and down, including a place called Green Mountain, where we stopped for some 

pictures off the overlooks (above).  Whoever said Florida was flat!  We were all certainly surprised 

at how much elevation change there was in the section of 

Florida.  At one point one of the ladies conveniently rolled 

down her window and let us know there was a neighboring 

bike path called the Orange trail off to our right, which was 

certainly the better location for us, given the traffic.  We 

eventually had to turn on Colonial Drive to make it to our 

Stage Stop Campground after dark and after about an 80 

mile ride that day.  It was a cold night with temperature 

plummeting well into the 30s (loading after oatmeal and 

coffee breakfast).   

 



After about an 8 mile loop to get the GPS track 

straight, we were off on better roads in the 

morning.  Even though we were on a small 

rural road, the traffic was surprising tough, since 

we encountered incredible volumes of truck 

traffic.  I estimate we saw nearly 100 trucks 

passing both directions for every mile we 

pedaled.  It turns out that this remote section of 

highway held one of the largest auction yards of 

any high end construction machinery, anywhere.  

Perhaps more than a hundred acres of giant lifts, 

bulldozers, backhoes, and any other kind of 

major construction equipment that you might 

find anywhere in the world, all in a high volume 

auction being held.  After getting off this section, the riding became more of what I thought we would 

have expected heading to Florida in February for a bike ride.  There were huge Florida ranch lands 

and large pit mines I later found the mines to be central Florida Phosphate mines, with shovels the 

size of a factory (Photo above needs to show shovel as 250’ long and 10 stories tall).  

 

The route into Lake Wales Campground was deceiving.  We came into a community labeled Lake 

Wales.  We thought we would find the Lake Wales campground just a few miles south of the 

community and were surprised to see no such thing. After a phone call to get directions we we're 

equally confused by the directions given and decided we would just keep on making our way down 

the planned route.  After another 5 miles of pedaling we came up on another community and Lake 

Wailes.   Doubling back to catch the in-town bike path, we continued south of town on what my 

2001 Garmin Map labeled as Highway 27, only later to find the current US 27 was a mile east of what 

was former 27 and now US 17 Alternate.  Eventually we reconnected with the planned route and 

made it down the scenic highway headed towards what we thought might connect us.  After we 

reoriented ourselves, we finally made our way to Lake Wales campground (photos below).  

Arriving after the office had closed, we were still greeted by hospitable folks and found this a 

pleasant overnight location with attractive palms picnic area, laundry and indoor pool.  It was a 

welcomed layover after an 84 mile ride.  We entered under the assumption that it was a $25 a night 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&ved=0CD4QFjAD&url=http%3A%2F%2Fsegs.org%2Fwp%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2010%2F01%2FSEGS_Guidebook_57.pdf&ei=MYLjVKjsM8GfggTt64KYDA&usg=AFQjCNHyq81LgFsTNRmlevD2eY0LH4ibKw&sig2=TkQRMfCdjT3f3_sKUZM5zg&bvm=bv.85970519,d.eXY


campsite for tenting.  In the morning we were shocked to hear the owner was looking to collect the 

$25 per tent for our camping. Fortunately Skip backed him down to into a $50 camping fee. I enjoyed 

the social environment of the Lake Wales campground and had a good time listening to their 

mountain music Jamboree they held with a house of probably 75 folks, 20 of which were musicians 

with their stringed instruments.  Supper was one more night of rehydrated chili mix from Harmony 

House that still fed me well.   

 

Given the weather forecast, we decided to try for a hotel overnight at La Quinta Inn, Port Charlotte 

Florida, which also made for a long day.  The riding was through pleasant country with miles and 

miles of nice orange groves.  I joked to my mates that the next flat needed to ensure we were 

alongside a nice ripe orange grove, so we could glean some fresh fruit.  I was enjoying the low 

traffic grove stroll when all of a sudden I heard a loud shotgun like blast from Skip’s rear tire!  It was 

indicative of a 

sidewall blowout but 

may have just 

boomed on an 

overpressure 

conditions causing 

the clincher rim rib to 

lose its clinch.  I 

thanked Skip kindly 

for the location of this 

blow out, since it was 

right next to an 

orange grove where I 

gleaned some good tasting fruit off the ground (photo above).  It wasn't long before I noticed Skip 

was falling behind the pace he held the priors 2 days, so I pulled alongside him and asked if he had 

brakes rubbing on his tires.  He assured me that wasn't the case and we continued pedaling along.  

But it was hardly another 5 miles later he decided to stop and check.  Yep, his brake springs were 

unclipped, causing the rear brake under his paniers to indeed rub on the rim!  It had probably been 

a good 25 miles under brake tension that he had been pedaling!  He found it was like riding a new 

bike after fixing them. The difference in performance was 

outstanding, where only moments earlier, he was wondering 

how we could have been so much stronger today, than he 

was.  Heading into a wooded section we saw a large 

Bobcat (lynx Rufus), several hawks, Osprey, including one 

who followed us for miles to brag about the fish he had 

caught, and his amazing nest (left).  About this time we ran 

into two northbound Adventure Cycling tourists traveling on 

lighter race bikes with only rear paniers, using hotels for 

their overnights. They had made it down to Key West and 

then started back after a Fort Myers ferry ride, but we're now on their way along the same route we 

just traveled. 

 



The sun was already about to set as we rolled in to Port Charlotte where traffic became the 

burdensome.  February Florida traffic volume was a consistent line of cars, making for a challenge 

to get in safely.  With 85 miles and a pretty decent head wind, rolling into Port Charlotte La Quinta 

Inn was a welcomed site.  After settling in, we headed to Applebee’s on foot take him some 

delicious fajitas.  We 

also made our way over 

to Walmart but in both 

cases we had to 

entertain challenging 

traffic of an Inter State 

ramp. The next morning 

we expected the rain so 

we intentionally enjoyed 

the lazy start to the day, 

with a hot hotel 

breakfast, and some maintenance items to get ready for our next 

leg of the journey.  Around midday, Skip headed over to CVS to 

get some glue to repair his Thermorest.  While crossing the 

busy 6 lane road, he felt and heard his knee pop, only to find it 

excruciatingly painful to put weight on it!  He could barely make 

it back to the hotel.  After running over to the local Doc in the 

Box, Millennium Healthcare, the doctor advised that he wrap it 

up and get on the next plane back home, abandoning his Florida 

bike ride.  Instead he opted to convince his wife to come get him.  

So Eric and I agreed we would spend another night at La Quinta 

in Port Charlotte to ensure Skip (photo of the threesome at right) 

was attended to, and his wife was fully in-route. 

 



The next day, after 

Eric and I were 

convinced Skip 

was okay, we rode 

on with one less to 

our merry band of 

bicycling travelers. 

Along the way I 

saw my favorite 

plant of all, time, a 

huge Banyan tree 

was must for a 

photograph (page 

above).  It was 

right after the large 

bridge crossing to 

Punta Gorda Florida.  We were able to enjoy a pretty 

day with frequent tailwinds to make our 60 plus miles in 

fairly short order as we cycled to my Brother’s condo in 

Bonita Springs.  The ride found many beautiful 

developments and great road conditions despite the 

fact that we were off from The Adventures Cycling’s 

designated route.  Soon we were enjoying a swim in 

their heated pool and a dip in the Jacuzzi (behind 

racquet ball court shown above) before heading out to 

put our feet on the white sand beach and more tranquil 

waters of the Gulf of Mexico for the first time (Lovers 

Key State Park beach at right).  That night Diane treated us to a wonderful Lasagna dinner with 

Caesar salad and garlic bread and we were able to rest in the comfort of their new condo.  After a 

French toast and sausage breakfast complete with blueberries and a fresh cup of coffee we're off on 

our bikes headed north to Lake Okeechobee (Brother Rod and Diane Pierce below).   

 

Along the way we 

encountered very 

little traffic with the 

exception being 

occasional sugar 

cane trucks.  I 

stopped to glean 

some of the 

sugarcane that fell 

out of the truck and 

peeled it to find it a 

pleasant sugar kick to 

power the mid-day 

ride in the middle of 

nowhere.  Heading 

northeast into big 

headwind took its toll 



between Eric and I and we were both pretty tired by the time we rolled into Clewiston Lake Camp 

grounds, having ridden 84 miles that day. The campground office was closed so we set up on an 

empty tent site and made our rehydrated chili mix dinner.  That night, the trains which had not 

frequented the camp during the day, we're in session for several hours over the course of the 

evening. The am winds woke early and our 74 miles seemed considerably more driven by the lack of 

scenery and nearly 17 mile an hour winds we faced down most all day.   

 

About 25 miles of it was spent riding along Lake Okeechobee but we never saw the lake directly 

because of the big Herbert Hoover Dike built all around the lake (protein recovery at a gas station 

trailer restaurant and Eric in the wind above).  Crossing central Florida we came across several 

humbling and somewhat eerie reminders that we were not top of the food chain, with Panther 

crossing signs (photo below) along the highway. The most interesting part of a ride was learning 

methods for processing sugarcane.  We saw the young seedling fields, the knee high weeds, the 8ft 

saw grass like fields and the trucks full of 1 foot chopped stalks that were headed for the Domino 

sugar factory.  We saw farms burning fields and then harvesting the burnt cane stalks.  Finding 

fresh burnt stalks along the road made for a new biker energy food.  By peeling the outer casing, 

the inner fiber was a delicious sugary chew to fuel my pedal strokes.  The route into Fort 

Lauderdale on highway 27 is a definitely not a recommended and certainly a three water bottle run.  

Seriously there's nothing but sugar cane and marsh grass for 50 miles, so we ended up skipping 

lunch and fighting into the winds all day along on a busy multi-lane highway, where the bike lane was 

filled with retread truck tires and the wires they contain.  My flat that day was a rim tape rupture, so 

I had to duct tape and dollar line the rim.   Before reaching any civilization we had both run out of 



water and Eric was already cramping.  The first 

civilization we saw was an Everglades Airboat 

recreation center (right).  So we stopped to refill our 

bottles.  As we approached the outskirts of Fort 

Lauderdale, we came upon biker bash outdoor 

concert and beer garden that had me concerned we 

would not find available camping in the nearby KOA.  

But it was another hour of pedaling before we 

reached our destination.  We arrived at the KOA in 

Davis outside of Fort Lauderdale after dark, having 

been totally exhausted by the winds.  Two flats, one 

on the rim and riding busy city streets after dark, 

made us ready for a hard night’s sleep. 

 

The next morning I found myself waking to an upside down stomach.  Apparently the foul tasting 

water we found at the airboat recreation center did not sit well with me.  It was a clenched Kester 

short shuffle or what Eric called the green apple two-step as I headed to the restroom before 5:00 

AM.  It was seven trips or attempts to leave the restroom before I felt my stomach cleared out. 

We had brief spits of the rain and it gave us an impression we may be in for problems that morning.  

Soon we were able to outrun the rain clouds.  The adventure cycling route through Fort Lauderdale 

was problematic and My 2001 GPS maps were not useful given the amount of new construction by 

the harbor 

of Fort 

Lauderdale 

(right).  

But we still 

managed 

to find our 

way to the 

beachfront 

and get 

headed north on highway A1A.   Soon we managed to rendezvous with Bill Fitzpatrick (below), a 

long time Brunswick County Pedaler friend from Saint James, who had rented a condo in Boca 

Raton for a few months.  He even invited us to lunch at his place and rode with us for the better part 

of the midday.  It was really only the second day we encountered much tailwinds for our whole trip. 

 

 



(Photo from Bill’s condo deck)  

Just an hour or two before 

sundown the rain cut loose 

and we snuck into a gated 

community’s parking deck 

just in time, in order to don 

our rain gear in the dry 

garage.  Having no 

reservations at the RV 

campsite we had originally 

targeted, we opted to book a 

hotel using Priceline.  It 

was a smart decision 

because most of the 

evening was spent in rain 

and we would’ve had a 

soggy night trying to cook 

for ourselves in a dark after 

a long 78 mile ride.  We 

also managed to hit a nice 

meal at La Bamba Mexican and Spanish restaurant in North Palm Beach that evening.   

 

It was an 84 mile push 

against 20+ winds all the 

next day as we peddled to 

Sebastian State Park.  The 

route up A1A had plenty of 

beautiful homes (example 

at right) to gawk at, but the 

incessant winds made for a 

very tiring day.  As had 

happened 4 times before, 

todays ride found me with 

another flat, induced by 

truck retread tire wire 

working its way into a tube.  

It was a long day in the 

saddle and needed the 

views of the day to make it 

worth doing.  But I thought 

it appropriate when the good humored Florida DOT decided to 

put a “Shut Up Legs” inscription in a long stretch of pavement 

down A1A (left).   

 

It was near dusk when we checked with the Ranger for a 

campsite for the night.   She indicated at first that they were 

all filled up and she would have to send us 15 miles to 

Sebastian Inlet Park.  Both Eric and I were done and so was 

the day light; so hers was not a welcomed option. I informed 

http://www.yelp.com/map/la-bamba-mexican-and-spanish-restaurant-north-palm-beach-2


her that the Florida State Park bylaws were written, according to ranger friends at Hontoon Island, to 

require State Parks to take bicyclists or hikers 

regardless of how filled the campsites were.  A 

younger Ranger heard our predicament and made a 

solution because he had to move a camper off a bad 

electrical service. So he proceeded to find a campsite 

for us.  It was a cold windy night trying to cook on our 

propane stoves.  Eric resorted to hunkering down by 

the fire pit ring to seek shelter for his stove, when I 

noticed a Raccoon just across the fire ring from him.  

His quick startled moves were equally measured by 

the Raccoon’s quick response.  But the coon soon 

returned with his bigger brother and continued to 

pester us throughout the meal, regardless of how we 

shouted or carried on.  Their bold nature persisted until all our food was eaten or packed up and 

hung from a tree.   

 

The next 

morning we 

continued our 

northward push 

to more and 

more 

headwinds and 

opted to call it a 

day even 

though we had 

the shortest 

mileage of any 

day on our trip.  

The brutal 20 

plus head winds had taken their toll and they had won the day.  

Fortunately we were camped just across the Indian River from 

Cape Canaveral.  So around sunset we got to watch a rocket 

launch over the river (right).  The most impressive part of the 

launch was the sound that came more than 10 seconds after we 

saw the flames fill the sky.  We heard a low frequency gut jolting 

rumble you never could appreciate when seen on TV.      

 

The last day started at 6am since a finishing run was certain to be 

a long day.  The ride was mostly pleasant since we made good 



mileage before the bigger winds moved in.  They were also a mostly westerly blow of 15 mph, so 

less than 10% of the day was dramatically affected by head winds.  When three of us were riding, 

we had better draft options since the Bob trailer caused any draft I would offer to be more like a wind 

buffet.  With three, we learned to communicate the slight speed adjusts needed by the slowest rider 

such that our 

collective speed 

improved even if it 

meant going a little 

slower.  On the final 

day, with so many 

miles ahead, I road my 

own pace.  I was 

pleased that I had the 

strength to roll in lower 

winds at 17mph, 

especially considering 

the 105 mile ride was 

the longest day of our 

trip.  I saw some more amazing roadside sites, like the tree carver whose work looked like 

something from JR Token’s imagination (above).   

 

With the largest demographic for crowds in Daytona’s painted streets (below) being Japanese 

visitors, it made our Florida run feel more like a special getaway.  Also the off shore winds left 

cleaner breaks for winter surfers (below), enjoying nearly head high outer wave shoulders.           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Some of the residence and businesses on A1A keep the theme of the Buccaneer Trail, a cultural 

heritage corridor, as evidenced by the widows walk being filled with a cast of Buccaneer Pirates 

keeping a watch over the ocean (below).  The trip had been a great learning experience. It was a bit 

punishing on the keister, but the lungs and legs did great.  The camping was pleasant enough and 

the dehydrated food was never lacking in taste.  It was nice having some good natured travel mates 

that kept smiling in spite of all my flats.  

The patch kit and high pressure pump 

with gauge were essential unless you 

wanted to fill the Bob Yak trailer with 

tubes and cartridges.  Lunches were 

usually fast food so the body wouldn’t 

cramp up or go cold while trying to refuel.   

 

 

It had been a wonderful 925 miles of bicycling, with some amazing sites along the way.  A  

combination of feeling strong from the two weeks of riding, a reminder that this was the last day on 

the bike, the blue sky, and the beauty of the beach side ramble, made for an exhilarating last day ride.  

Even riding alone gave me more time for introspection.  The tune that kept playing in my head on 

the finishing ride was appropriately enough, Chris Rice’s Teach Me a Better Way:   

“Every day is a bank account 

And time is our currency 

So no one's rich, nobody's poor 

We get twenty-four hours each 

So how are you gonna spend 

Will you invest or squander 

Try to get ahead 

Or help someone who's under 

Teach us to count the days 

Teach us to make the days count 

Lead us in better ways 

Somehow our souls forgot 

Life means so much, life means so much 

Every day is a gift you've been given 

Make the most of the time every minute you're living 

Every day is a gift you've been given 

Make the most of the time every minute you're living”



  

 

  

 

 

 

 


